Liquid Memories: You Can Live Forever - For A Price (Microwave Fiction - Quick Hot Done)

What would you do to live forever? Billionaire technology tycoon, Daniel Grayson, is dying
from terminal cancer, but he thinks he has invented a way to live beyond the death of his
physical body. Daniel invented liquid memory and with the help of his friend, brilliant brain
surgeon, Mitchell Grayson , they believe they can duplicate and move the human mind to a
new body and brain. There is only one problem, the mind transfer requires a healthy living
body with a viable brain and the only way to secure those is to take them from someone else.
Men play God when they decide whose life should end as they know it so that they and their
wives, Amy and Shelia, can continue to live beyond the grave. Even everlasting life is not
enough as petty human failings of lust, greed and ambition cause them to turn on each other.
Does anyone survive when men that don’t have to die decide that some of them have become
impediments to reaching larger goals that are at best, reprehensible in nature?
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